Context

The new offering in the Lexis Analytics™ suite can pinpoint language to persuade judges to grant motions and admit expert testimony

Words matter. Your litigation is riding on the arguments you make in your briefs or present in court. Now you can craft better briefs or oral arguments because Context, a new offering in the Lexis Analytics suite of products, can home in on specific language your judge regularly uses to grant motions like the one you’re developing right now.

Only Context can offer you case-law language analytics. The advanced technology is the result of integrating Lexis Advance® and Ravel™ technology, deploying proprietary analytics across tens of millions of case law documents, one of the largest collections in the legal-research industry.

When you know up front what your judge wants to hear and how expert witnesses’ testimony will stand up to judicial scrutiny, you can craft the best arguments for your case.

Analyze 100 motion types

View grant/deny rates for every available motion type, and view the logic behind a judge’s decision to grant or deny. Plus pinpoint precedents and even other judges your judge cites regularly.

Know why an expert was challenged ... and much more

Select credible expert witnesses who have a history of standing up in court. The exclusive technology behind Context shows you where experts have testified, when they’ve been challenged—and specific reasons why a judge excluded or admitted their testimony.

See what else Context can do ...

*Comparison data based on information available as of January 2019
Find and use the words judges want to hear. Discover:

- Arguments your judge used in **granting or denying 100 different motion types**, so you'll have confidence in your arguments, whether they are written or delivered in court
- **How likely you are to prevail.** Context reports on the grant and denial rates for your judge on the same 100 motion types in one easy-to-read graph
- Fellow jurists your judge cites most often, so you're confident your judge is comfortable with the theories you espouse
- **Opinion language most cited by your judge**—compiled for you—so you can review, cut and paste into your case documents quickly
- Deep background—no searching needed. All available **Lexis Advance® documents** from your subscription about your judge are compiled for you under the Related Materials tab
Context for expert witnesses:
Protect your witness. Exclude theirs.

With Context, you can know expert witnesses’ weaknesses—before you hire one—so you can avoid a fatal addition to your litigation and trial teams. Find:

- **Jurisdictions and practice areas** where your expert testifies and other must-knows, including all CVs Lexis Advance has available
- **How often the expert's testimony was excluded and why**, such as methodology, relevance and more. It’s all presented in one easy-to-read chart. Link to the judge’s specific reasoning, in the precise language he used to weigh the Daubert challenge
- **Language and cases you need to prepare**—the words that can persuade your judge to admit your expert’s testimony or impeach your opposition’s expert
- **Deep background**—no searching needed. All available Lexis Advance documents from your subscription about your expert witness are compiled for you under the Related Materials tab. Get prior testimony and even news stories